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to regard it as part of their regular income. (3) The Poor Rate
soared to such heights that in some districts it amounted to
more than the rent. Thousands of farmers were ruined by it,
and many of them were forced to give up the struggle—to
become labourers themselves, and so draw money from the
rates instead of having to pay them.
Obviously something would have to be done before the
growing evil strangled the prosperity of the country altogether.
A Commission on the subject was appointed under the chair-
manship of Edwin Chadwick, a clear-headed, practical-minded
Radical. The report of this Commission resulted in The Poor
Law Amendment Act (1834). " Outdoor Relief" was stopped
for all able-bodied persons. Any who needed assistance from
the rates were sent to " workhouses/' where they were separated
from their families, and where conditions were deliberately
made more unpleasant than the most unpleasant kind of life
outside. The whole system was to be under the control of three
Poor Law Commissioners, of whom Chadwick himself was one.
Thus employers were henceforth compelled to pay a living
wage or be deprived of labour altogether; while labourers
had to provide for their own subsistence on pain of imprison-
ment in the " Bastilles," as the new workhouses were indignantly
called. But it took a good many years for people to adjust them-
selves to the new conditions, and during this time the sufferings
of the working-class were made more acute than ever by the Act.
§ 284. the decline of the whig ministry.—When the
Whigs passed their Reform Bill in 1832 it seemed as if they were
destined to a lease of power as long as the Tories had formerly
enjoyed. But they were beset with all sorts of difficulties, and
soon began to lose the confidence of the nation. One grave
problem was finance. Year after year the Government spent
more than its income. Trade was bad, which diminished the
return from taxation; and if they tried to make up the deficiency
by increased duties, the only result was to cripple trade still
further without increasing the revenue.

